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Objective Test Events

Overview
These events consist of a 60-minute test administered during the 
National Leadership Conference (NLC).

ELIGIBILITY
Each state may submit four entries.  
Competitors must have paid FBLA national 
and state dues by 11:59 p.m. Eastern  
Time on March 1 of the current school  
year. These events are for individual  
competitors only.

NLC Registration
Participants must be registered for  
the NLC and pay the national  
conference registration fee to participate 
in competitive events.

Accounting I

Accounting II

Advertising

Agribusiness

Business Calculations

Business Communication

Business Law

Computer Problem Solving

Cyber Security

Economics

Health Care Administration

Human Resource 
Management

Insurance & Risk 
Management

Introduction to Business 
Communication

Introduction to Business 
Concepts

Introduction to Business 
Procedures

Introduction to FBLA

Introduction to Financial 
Math

Introduction to Information 
Technology

Introduction to Marketing 
Concepts – NEW

Introduction to Parliamentary  
Procedure

Journalism

Networking Infrastructures

Organizational Leadership

Personal Finance

Political Science

Securities & Investments

Supply Chain Management

UX Design
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Objective Test Competencies
• Nonverbal and verbal communication
• Communication concepts
• Report application
• Grammar
• Reading comprehension
• Editing and proofreading
• Word definition and usage
• Capitalization and punctuation
• Spelling
• Digital communication

Objective Test Guidelines
• No materials may be brought to the testing site.
• No calculators may be brought into the testing site; calculators will be

provided.
• Electronic devices must be turned off and out of sight.
• Bring a writing instrument.

Business Communication

Objective 
Test Events



FBLA Business Communications Study Guide

Competency A: Communication Concepts Minimum: 15 
Task 
1. Describe the forms of communication.
2. Identify the five C’s of communication.
3. Discuss the role of letters, memos, and reports in business.
4. Manage telephone communications and use appropriate techniques to gather
and record information.
5. Discuss communication techniques as they apply to internal and external
customers.
6. Describe and analyze the impact of cultural diversity on the communication
process.
7. Employ appropriate communication strategies for dealing with dissatisfied
customers (e.g., face-to-face discussions, electronic correspondence, and writing).
8. Discuss the positive and negative aspects of the office “grapevine” and office
politics.
9. Discuss discrimination and sexual harassment and its implications in the
workplace.
10. Use bias-free language (e.g., gender, race, religion, physical challenges, and
sexual orientation).
11. Plan a meeting to achieve an identified purpose (e.g., schedule the facilities,
arrange for a speaker, and notify the participants).
12. Demonstrate effective negotiation and consensus-building techniques to
provide or obtain appropriate feedback and resolve conflicts.
13. Evaluate appropriate and inappropriate methods of interacting with others in
the workplace, including team-based workgroups.
14. Define and differentiate workplace relationships including supervisor,
employee, client, and team member.
15. Define and interpret upward, downward, and horizontal communication and
organizational structures.
16. Investigate and define the characteristics and advantages/disadvantages of
team-based workgroups including members, roles, and expectations.
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Competency B: Written and Report Applications Minimum: 15 
Task 
1. Produce organized, coherent, and developed paragraphs with a clear topic
sentence, effective transitions, and a relevant conclusion.
2. Describe and demonstrate the stages of the writing process to include
planning, writing, editing, proofreading, and revising.
3. Write and design a document (e.g., memo, letter, report) using the correct
style, format and content (e.g., letter, memorandum, report, e-mail) that is
appropriate for the type of correspondence (e.g., persuasive, positive, negative).
4. Plan, compose, and produce instructions/directions, and descriptions.
5. Conduct research using the five basic steps:  planning the search, locating
sources of information, organizing the information, evaluating the sources, and using
the information to prepare a short report on a business topic.
6. Identify and utilize traditional and electronic research sources such as
encyclopedias, reference manuals, periodicals, Internet, etc.
7. Interpret, analyze, and evaluate information for relevance, purpose,
timeliness, and authenticity.
8. Document all sources (e.g., print and electronic) using current standards.
9. Distinguish between paraphrasing, documentation, and plagiarism.
10. Comprehend copyright laws and their applications to text, visual art, design,
music, and photography.
11. Use scanning hardware and layout, design, and graphics software to enhance
documents.
12. Compose and evaluate common types of business reports including
informational reports, news releases, proposals, and policy statements.
13. Prepare presentation documents to include publicity, agenda, handouts,
follow-up report, etc.
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Competency C: Reading Comprehension Minimum: 15 
Task 
1. Read and follow directions.
2. Demonstrate reading comprehension by restating or summarizing.
3. Differentiate between fact and opinion.
4. Summarize the important points of a document.
5. Identify and explain enhancements such as graphs, charts, tables, and
illustrations/photographs for visual impact.
6. Interpret information from articles, manuals, etc.
7. Select the appropriate reading method (e.g. skimming, scanning, speed-
reading, and in-depth reading) for a particular situation.
8. Identify factors that affect readability of text (e.g., sentence length, word
selection, and type size)
9. Investigate the need for various reading skills in the workplace such as reading
for information, summarization, drawing conclusions, making judgments, and
following directions.
10. Evaluate the quality and reliability of source information.
11. Analyze information presented in a variety of formats such as tables, lists, and
figures.
12. Use note taking skills that incorporate critical listening and reading techniques.
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Competency D: Grammar Minimum: 15 
Task 
1. Describe and identify the eight parts of speech in context sentences.
2. Identify the difference between adverbs and adjectives.
3. Identify the categories of pronouns and uses of reflexive pronouns.
4. Identify features of prepositions and uses of prepositional phrases.
5. Identify types of conjunctions.
6. Use a verb that correctly agrees with the subject of a sentence.
7. Describe the types of verbs and demonstrate the six tenses.
8. Use irregular verbs and their different forms properly and distinguish transitive
and intransitive verbs.
9. Identify subjects, predicates, verbs, adverbs, pronouns, direct and indirect
objects, and prepositional and infinitive phrases in sentences.
10. Select pronouns properly and use them correctly in a sentence.
11. Correctly use a possessive noun in a sentence.
12. Create the plural form of a noun.
13. Identify and correct misplaced and dangling modifiers.
14. Describe and write the four kinds of sentences—declarative, interrogative,
imperative, and exclamatory.
15. Recognize types of sentence fragments, run-on sentences, and double
negatives.
16. Recognize and correct problems in grammar and usage including, but not
limited to, completeness, agreement, reference, and form.
17. Write clear, descriptive sentences in a variety of sentence patterns (e.g.,
simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex).
18. Write logical, coherent phrases, sentences, and paragraphs. Incorporate
correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation.
Competency E: Editing and Proofreading Minimum: 5 
Task 
1. Proofread a paragraph and identify spelling, grammatical, and punctuation
errors.
2. Proofread written communications with errors, using proofreader’s marks.
3. Proofread and edit business documents to ensure they are clear, correct,
concise, complete, consistent, and courteous.
4. Review and edit for the effectiveness of word choices and sentence structure.
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Competency F: Oral and Nonverbal Communications Minimum: 15 
Task 
1. Demonstrate effective active listening techniques and identify major barriers
to listening.
2. Listen objectively and record major points of a speaker’s message.
3. Explain the differences between verbal and nonverbal communication.
4. List examples of how nonverbal messages have different meanings in various
cultures.
5. Identify and interpret the major types of verbal and nonverbal communication.
6. Describe and demonstrate basic speaking skills and their implications in the
communication process.
7. Discuss various methods of presentation delivery including oral, written,
multimedia, teleconferencing, and interactive.
8. Design effective presentations to include multimedia components of
presentation software packages.
9. Identify and evaluate different types of presentations to include information,
persuasive, and debate.
10. Use proper techniques to make an oral presentation.
11. Ask questions to clarify information.
12. Describe and analyze problems and barriers with differences in languages and
customs on business operations.
13. Provide a clear description of a simple system or process or give clear, concise
directions.
14. Express opinions and discuss issues positively and tactfully.
Competency G: Word Definition and Usage Minimum: 5 
Task 
1. Recognize how word selection and usage affects communication.
2. Recognize slang, jargon, clichés, and common errors in word usage.
3. Use proper sentence structure.
4. Illustrate the proper way to divide words.
5. Identify homophones, synonyms, and homonyms.
6. Illustrate the ability to use a dictionary and thesaurus as an aid to spelling,
pronunciation, and meaning.
7. Use contextual clues to recognize word meaning.
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Competency H: Punctuation and Capitalization Minimum: 5 
Task 
1. Determine appropriate use of periods, question marks, and exclamation points.
2. Explain the use of commas, colons, and semicolons.
3. Recognize and correct problems in punctuation including, but not limited to,
commas, semicolons, and apostrophes.
4. Use apostrophes to indicate contractions and possessive constructions.
5. Use quotation marks to set off the words of a speaker or writer and to set off
titles of short works and use punctuation with quotation marks.
6. Define the grammatical rules that govern the use of special punctuation marks
such as the dash, hyphen, and parentheses.
7. Use appropriately ellipsis, italics, and underlining.
8. Identify how to capitalize sentences, proper nouns, abbreviations, adjectives,
and titles correctly.
9. Write and use numbers according to standard practice in a sentence.
Competency I: Spelling Minimum: 5 
Tasks 
1. Illustrate the ability to spell correctly the words regularly used in writing.
2. Illustrate the ability to use a dictionary and thesaurus as an aid to spelling,
pronunciation, and meaning.
3. Identify prefixes and suffixes.
4. Apply spelling rules to homonyms and commonly confusing words such as effect
and affect.
5. Demonstrate application of spelling rules such as i before e, silent e, words
ending in y, etc.
Competency J: Digital Communications (e-mail, messaging, netiquette, etc.) Minimum: 5 
Tasks 
1. Identify various forms of electronic communication, including new and
emerging communication technologies.
2. Demonstrate and select the appropriate use of electronic messaging
technologies (e.g., fax, voice mail, conference calls, chat rooms, and e-mail).
3. Manage e-mail to include composing and sending a message; retrieving,
reading, and printing a message; and sending an attachment by e-mail.
4. Operate an e-mail account while using folders and address books.
5. Examine proper use of e-mail and other appropriate Internet/intranet
communication capabilities, including business-related terminology and language.
6. Explain the concept of copyright laws and their applications to text, visual art,
design, music, and photography.
7. Recognize the legal implications of violating federal and state laws in
multimedia/digital publishing.
8. Apply the etiquette rules for electronic messaging (e.g., e-mail, cellular
telephone, and voice mail).
9. Discuss ways to keep data secure from theft and destruction.
10. Identify and describe new and emerging communication technologies.
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BUSINESS COMMUNICATION SAMPLE QUESTIONS
1) Written communication includes _____.

A) interviews
B) speeches
C) reports and forms
D) films

2) Planning a successful meeting involves delegation or _____.
A) using subgroups
B) clarifying the purpose
C) knowing your role
D) assuring all participating parties is equal

3) The _____ sets the effective tone for a paragraph.
A) concept of minimization
B) clear topic sentence
C) effective transition
D) relevant conclusion

4) What is the advantage of collecting first-hand data?
A) data can be gathered economically and efficiently
B) return rates for online and mailed surveys are typically over 90 percent
C) those who respond to online surveys exactly represent the overall population
D) respondents can be relied on to respond openly and truthfully to anonymous
surveys

5) Which of the following is not common for employees when change takes place in the
workplace?
A) uncertainty
B) exuberation
C) anxiety
D) resistance

6) A brief introduction that describes your business, the problem that it solves, your
target market, and financial highlights is the _____.
A) industry analysis
B) product plan
C) marketing plan
D) executive summary



7)  Which of the following is not an example of an irregular noun? 
 A) men 
 B) women 
 C) pennies 
 D) feet 

 

 

 

8)  He called the security guard, and he checked the room for items, which have been 
stolen. This is an example of a ____ sentence. 

 A) compound-complex 
 B) complex 
 C) simple 
 D) compound 

 

 

 

9)  Select the sentence in which the verb tenses are correct. 
 A) I make a backup copy of my flash drive, and I lost that one too. 
 B) I made a backup copy of my flash drive, and I lose that one too. 
 C) I made a backup copy of my flash drive, and I lost that one too. 
 D) I make a backup copy of my flash drive, and I lose that one too. 

 

 

 

10)  Making a conscious effort to hear not only the words that another person is saying 
but, more importantly, the complete message being communicated is called _____. 

 A) active listening 
 B) secondary listening 
 C) distraction 
 D) passive listening 

 

 

 

11)  PowerPoint presentations can be enhanced by all of the following except _____. 
 A) add sound effects 
 B) include music and sound effects to the presentation 
 C) embed You Tube videos 
 D) more text and less pictures 

 

 

 

12)  We enjoyed carrot cake at the birthday party. The verb in this statement is _____. 
 A) cake 
 B) at 
 C) enjoyed 
 D) party 

 

 

 
 
 
 
  



13)  Quotation marks are used ___. 
 A) in titles 
 B) in quotations from other people 
 C) to emphasize technical terms 
 D) all answers are correct 

 

 

 

14)  Fill in the blank with the correct word. _____ shall I say is calling? 
 A) Whom 
 B) Whose 
 C) Who 
 D) Who’s 

 

 

 

15)  ____ leaves a paper trail. 
 A) Text messaging 
 B) E-mail 
 C) Face-to-face communication 
 D) Telephone call 

 

 

  



 

1) C 
2) A 
3) B 
4) A 
5) B 
6) D 
7) C 
8) A 
9) C 
10) A 
11) D 
12) C 
13) D 
14) C 
15) B 
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General Competitive Events 
Guidelines

Eligibility
• Dues: Competitors must have paid FBLA

national and state dues by 11:59 p.m. Eastern Time
on March 1 of the current school year.

• NLC Registration: Participants must be registered
for the NLC and pay the national conference
registration fee in order to participate in
competitive events.

• Deadlines: The state chair, or designee, must
register each state competitor on the official
online entry forms by 11:59 p.m. Eastern Time on
the second Tuesday in May.

• Each state may submit four entries in all events.
• Each competitor can only compete in one

individual/team event and one chapter event.
• Each competitor must compete in all parts of an

event for award eligibility.

• A team shall consist of two or three members. The
exception is Parliamentary Procedure, which must
be a team of four or five members.

• All members of a team must consist of individuals
from the same chapter.

• If competitors are late for a competitive event,
there are no guarantees they will get to compete.
Competitive event schedules cannot be changed.
PLEASE NOTE that competitive events start in the
morning before the opening session of NLC.

• Competitors may be disqualified if they violate
competitive event guidelines.

• Picture identification (drivers’ license, passport,
state-issued identification, or school-issued
identification) is required when checking in for
competitive events.

The general event guidelines below are applicable to all FBLA High School national  
competitive events. Please review and follow these guidelines when competing at the 
national level. When competing at the state level, check the state guidelines since they 
may differ.

All members and advisers are responsible for reading and following competitive event 
guidelines.
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Repeat Competitors
• Members may compete in an event at NLC more 

than once if they have not previously placed in the 
top ten of that event at NLC. If a member places 
in the top ten of an event at NLC, they are no  
longer eligible to compete in that event. This  
eliminates the exceptions for team events that 
were previously in place, as this change will now 
affect all events.

• Modified Events: A competitor may compete in 
the same event when the event is modified,  
regardless of placement at a National Leadership 
Conference. Note, if the only modification is a 
name change, competitors may not compete in 
the renamed event if they have previously placed 
in the top ten at the National Leadership  
Conference.

• Chapter Events: Competitors may compete in a 
chapter event as many times as they wish,  
regardless of placement at a previous  
National Leadership Conference (American  
Enterprise Project, Community Service Project, 
Local Chapter Annual Business Report, and  
Partnership with Business Project).

• Pilot Event: Competition in a pilot event does not 
disqualify a competitor from competing in the 
same event if it becomes an official competitive 
event. The participant may compete in another 
event as well as a pilot event.

Breaking Ties
• Objective Tests: Ties are broken by comparing  

the correct number of answers to the last 10  
questions on the exam. If a tie remains, the  
competitor who completed the test in a shorter 
amount of time will place higher. If this does not 
break the tie, answers to the last 20 questions will 
be reviewed to determine the winner.

• Objective and Production Tests: The production 
test scores will be used to break a tie.

• Objective Tests and Performances: The objective 
test score will be used to break a tie based on the 
tie-breaking criteria of objective tests.

• Reports/Projects and Performances: The report/
project scores will be used to break a tie.

• Performances: Judges must break ties and all 
judges’ decisions are final.

General Competitive Events  
Guidelines
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National Deadlines
• State chair/adviser must register all competitors 

for NLC competitive events online by 11:59 p.m. 
Eastern Time on the second Tuesday in May.

• All prejudged components (reports and projects) 
must be submitted by 11:59 p.m. Eastern Time on 
the second Tuesday in May.

• All prejudged projects and reports must be  
submitted electronically.

• All production tests must be submitted by 11:59 
p.m. Eastern Time on the third Tuesday in May.

• All production tests must be uploaded online on 
the required platform.

• State chair/adviser may make name changes only 
(no additional entries) by 11:59 p.m.  
Eastern Time on the first Tuesday in June.  
Competitor drops are the only changes allowed 
after this date and onsite.

National Awards
• The number of competitors will determine the 

number of winners. The maximum number of  
winners for each competitive event is 10.

Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
• FBLA-PBL meets the criteria specified in the  

Americans with Disabilities Act for all participants 
who submit an accommodation form.

• The form must be submitted by 11:59 p.m.  
Eastern Time on the second Tuesday in May.

Recording of Presentations
• No unauthorized audio or video recording  

devices will be allowed in any competitive event. 
Participants in the performance events should be 
aware the national association reserves the right 
to record any performance for use in study or 
training materials.

General Competitive Events  
Guidelines

https://fblapbl.wufoo.com/forms/request-for-accommodation
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